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Comment Letter: Artificial Strategies to avoid Permanent Establishment in source jurisdiction 

 

OECD’s action plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS”) has been catching eyes of not only 

authorities but also of professionals and industry.  The BEPS’s move and action plan has come to 

rescue of many tax authorities in identifying and also knowing which kind of measures taxpayers’ are 

adopting in shifting profits out of their jurisdictions and erasing tax base of the source country.   

Further, the BEPS is also equally important for taxpayers so as to know which is legitimate way of 

doing the things and by which way such taxpayer may end up in conflict with the taxation provisions 

of respective jurisdictions.  

 

Background: 

 

Permanent Establishment (“PE”) has been core to the taxation of the business income for taxpayer.  

Once the person has PE in the source jurisdiction, generally, income accrued/ arising in such 

jurisdiction is taxable in such source jurisdiction if attributable to such PE unless otherwise has been 

specifically provided for in the respective Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (“DTAA”). Hence, 

actual tax liability in source jurisdiction directly depends on the taxpayer having PE in source 

jurisdiction and such income’s relation with PE. Further, after elimination of Article 14 and 

considering “fixed place” and “permanent establishment” as one and same has increased the 

importance “permanent establishment”.  

 

Generally, Permanent Establishment is taxable as per the domestic tax laws of the source jurisdiction 

subject to such scope of domestic legislation as restricted under DTAA, if any, and results into 

additional burden on taxpayer for compliance with the domestic tax provisions of source jurisdiction.  

Therefore, examination of taxpayer’s “permanent establishment” in source jurisdiction is critical.  

Considering the vital implications on tax liability including risk of potential tax litigations, taxpayers 

world over have been trying to manage/ arrange their affairs in source jurisdiction (outside 

residence jurisdiction or in the jurisdiction other than which has lower  rate of taxation) in such a 

way that such taxpayer will avoid having permanent establishment in such source jurisdiction.  

 

Such an effort on the part of taxpayer is legitimate and is always viewed/ considered as right of the 

taxpayer, such an effort may result into use of “artificial measures” to avoid PE. 
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Considering the above background, principles of BEPS and context of this paper, I have discussed few 

of the measures, generally adopted by MNCs (“Multinational Companies”), world over to avoid 

permanent establishment in source jurisdiction. 

 

Examples of artificial measures to avoid “Permanent Establishment”: 

 

1. Activities under category of “preparatory and auxiliary activities” – Article 5(4): 

 

Para 4 of Article 5 deals with exclusionary clause of “preparatory and auxiliary activities”. 

Generally, these are activities are considered as not triggering “permanent establishment” for 

non-residents in source jurisdiction or jurisdiction in which such activities are performed. 

 

Illustration for “Exception relating to storage, display and delivery of goods”: 

 

 A Ltd, resident of Country A, maintains its storage house wherein it stores goods for 

display and delivery in Country B.    

 B Ltd will take delivery of goods as and when required from warehouse/ storage house 

of A Ltd 

 In view of the facility is being maintained for storage and delivery of goods, the case of A 

Ltd falls within Article 5(4) of OECD Model Convention. Hence, A Ltd do not trigger any 

PE in Country B. 

 

The above discussed exclusion being too general and blanket that it will apply in both situations: 

 

a) Dispatch of goods to country/ jurisdiction of customer as per order received from 

customer and storing in storage house for temporary period pending receipt of goods by 

customer 

b) Dispatch of goods to country/ jurisdiction of customer on timely basis whether or not 

there exist any prior/ confirmed order from customer of such location. Such dispatch 

and storage may be in anticipation of demand from customer of such location 

 

Out of above two scenarios, considering situation a) not resulting into PE may be correct.  

However, to hold that even in scenario b), there is no PE of non-resident in source country/ 

jurisdiction of customer is difficult to understand. 

 

However, in absence of clear guidance, both the situations are generally considered as not 

triggering PE.  Hence, “use of facility for the purpose of storage/ display and delivery of goods” 

can be misused in cases identical to scenario b) above. 

 

Illustration for “Exception relating to processing of goods”: 

 

 A Ltd., resident of Country A, sends raw material to B Ltd, resident of Country B, to 

process the raw material as per specification and standards notified by A Ltd. 

 B Ltd. processes the goods the sends finished goods to A Ltd. at instruction of A Ltd 

 While goods are being shipped and in transit, through high-sea sales, A Ltd sells goods to 

C Ltd, in Country C. 
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 In view of activity of A Ltd, in country B, being merely processing of goods, the same is 

covered by Article 5(4) of OECD Model Convention. 

 

This exception requires to be re-examined from classification as “auxiliary” in character. 

Processing of goods in a particular jurisdiction clearly indicates an economic activity.  Further, 

due to processing, generally, character of product will change and ideally value of the product 

should change, and hence such activity should not be considered as “auxiliary or ancillary in 

nature”.  Further, if during processing goods requires any “packaging” then the same should be 

considered as more than “processing” and ineligible for exemption. 

 

Further, to tackle tax avoidance (by avoiding PE in source country where processing of goods 

have happened) by transferring title of goods after leaving source country jurisdiction to 

customer, appropriate modification in Article 5 should be incorporated with suitable examples. 

 

Other artificial measures using “exclusionary clause” under Article - 5 

 

Similar approach is also being used by combining certain activities/ functions categorized as 

ancillary or auxiliary in nature. For example, combination of “purchase function” along with 

“processing of goods” as measure to avoid taxation in source country if benefit of exclusionary 

clause if available in respective DTAA. 

 

 

2. Avoiding “Agent PE” – Article 5(5): 

 

Qualifying condition for being an agent is “right to act on behalf of other/ to represent other 

person rightfully”.  Under this background and classification, “Agent PE” is highly misused due to 

following requirements under OECD Model Convention/ respective DTAA: 

 Requirement of habitually exercising an authority 

 Requirement of exercising authority to conclude contracts 

 Binding Principal (i.e. to whom such agent represents) with contract to supply at agreed 

terms and conditions 

 

From above, it can been seen that for establishing “Agency PE” criteria or threshold have been 

kept too high which hamper tax authorities in legitimately collecting due taxes.  Further, such 

high threshold for creation of agency PE encourages/ enables MNCs to arrange their affairs to 

avoid having PE in source country. 

 

Following activities even if performed by agent, will not result in Agency PE: 

 Marketing products of Principal 

 Representing Principal before prospective customers 

 Soliciting orders and taking part in commercial discussions 

 Negotiating on terms and conditions 

 

The above activities even if performed in combination by the agent will not result in PE of 

Principal and hence non-resident MNCs are using this clause conveniently by drafting agency 
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agreement with keeping authorities relating to “signing the contract” and “acceptance of order” 

with them. 

 

The situation becomes graver when MNCs establish a separate legal entity in respective source 

jurisdiction and such local entity is being appointed as an “agent” to act on behalf of foreign 

MNCs.   

 

Hence, it is highly recommended that appropriate amendment should be made in PE definition 

to bring down the threshold for “Agency PE”. 

 

3. Independent agent does not create PE in ordinary course of business – Article 5(6): 

 

The agent who acts in his Independent Status and in ordinary course of their business will not 

create PE for its Principal.  Under this category two conditions are relevant “independence of 

status” and “acting in his ordinary course of business while representing on behalf of Principal”. 

 

For examination of agent of independent status, emphasis is being put on the quantum of 

business being transacted with various parties/ Principals (i.e. whom such agent is representing).  

However, while examining independent status of the agent, fact of the Principals/ entities for 

which such agent is working is being largely neglected.  Many MNCs are having one legal entity 

having established in source jurisdiction which will act as an agent for various legal entities but 

belongs to/ part of the same MNC group, for products being sold in said source jurisdiction. 

 

Following facts, if considered, can result in different answer for determination of existence of PE: 

 

 One entity is acting as an “agent” for different legal entities (i.e. Principals) of the same 

MNC group 

 Entity in source country will have organisational segmentation to deal with different 

Principals (which are group entities from same MNC group) 

 Functionally, business segments would be working under control and direction of 

respective Principal entity’s management. 

 

Hence, by adopting strategy to have multiple “Principals” instead of single Principal will result in 

business being generated from different parties and dependence on single principal will reduce.  

This will help MNC avoiding “dependent agent PE” by converting the same into “independent 

agent PE” with benefit of same results being achieved. 

 

  

4. Inability to tax “professional service provider” like lawyers, professional advisors, etc. under 

Article 7 due to higher threshold under Article 5 for “permanent establishment” than under 

Article 14 for “fixed base” in source jurisdiction: 

 

The PE definition has been still envisaging situations which are more apt for an “industrial 

undertaking”.  Hence, the definition requires substantial amendment, which specifically address 

definition of PE for service Organisation. This is more important in light of the fact that after 

elimination of article 14 and consequent clarification in Model Convention, it is clear that there 
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was no difference envisaged in taxability of business/ profession.  However, the criteria for 

determination of PE have not been changed or so to say not been upgraded with change in the 

way business is being conducted.  

 

One may remember that the threshold for taxability under Article 7 is higher because of 

threshold for creation/ establishing “Permanent Establishment” is higher as compared to 

threshold for taxability under Article 14 where “fixed base” was required to be established..  This 

results in artificial avoidance of tax by relying upon the definition of “Permanent Establishment” 

for interpreting taxability under Article 14. 

 

5. Change in definition of “permanent establishment” and criteria for “permanency”: 

 

We are living in digital economy, where a person can perform the services even without visiting 

the source jurisdiction.  In such an era, it is easy for a person to travel frequently and perform 

the activities required by him in source country/ jurisdiction itself even without having place of 

business which has permanency for taxpayer in source country and hence age old “location test” 

of activity and its “permanence in nature” may not satisfy. Failing satisfaction of such conditions, 

MNCs have been successful in avoiding PE in source country/ jurisdiction.  This is so because we 

are still having “place of business” and more so requirement of such PE for “sufficiently long 

period of time or permanency” as criteria for taxability under Article 7.  The status quo in 

definition of “Permanent Establishment” has resulted in inability to tax income of professionals 

visiting source country and receiving income based on their performance in source country.   

 

There are certain professionals who may be deriving income from delivering lectures/ 

conducting seminars, appearing before various authorities as subject matter expert, acting as 

arbitrators, attending meetings, etc. in source countries.  Such professionals are generally not 

taxed (except in situation where Article “fees for technical services” in relevant DTAA covers 

such services) in absence of “place of business” from which they are carrying out the said 

activity/ business.  Further, the place of business and permanency should have been applied 

with respect of “nature of activity” under consideration and nature of profession/ business of 

such taxpayer.   

 

To deal with certain situations of taxability of service income, OECD may think about “negative 

list” approach and taxing other activities which fail to fall within such “negative list” category.  

Further while devising negative list emphasis should be given to the “performance of activity” in 

source country rather than “permanency at place” from which such activities have been 

performed. 

 

 

6. Impact of due to attribution and transfer pricing: 

 

The above issues regarding establishing PE may get graver when we examine implications in 

totality after taking into account the difference in taxability due to attribution of income under 

both scenarios. However, attribution will depend upon the functions performed rather than only 

based on “establishment of PE or otherwise”, the same has not been discussed in detail.  
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In view of above, it is important to relook at the definition of “Permanent Establishment” by 

broadening the scope of PE or lowering the threshold of PE, after taking into account current 

practices in which the business is being carried out.  Further, certain situations/ circumstances and 

new examples should be added to explain such expanded scope of term “Permanent Establishment”. 

Further, the definition should be made dynamic enough to address the issue arising from electronic 

commerce. New definition should be drafted in a manner which allows use of ambulatory approach 

to various jurisdictions to rely and take assistance of Model convention and its commentary to 

understand taxability under changed business modalities in future. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Tejas Chandulal Shah 

 

The views expressed herein above are my personal views and should not be construed as views of any 

institution/ organisation/ association of which I am a member. 


